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Alan Turing begins his 1950 Mind article, "Computing Machinery and Intelligence," with the following straightforward pronouncement: "I propose to consider the question 'Can machines think?' " He quickly (too quickly?) argues for "replacing" the original question with another "which is closely related to it and is expressed in relatively unambiguous words." (Please note the vagueness of the claim; what is not vague is that it is not a claim of identity.) Turing goes on to describe the new form of the "problem" in terms of an "imitation game," played with three people, a man A, a woman B, and an interrogator C, who may be of either sex. They are placed in separate rooms, with the only form of communication between them being teleprinter (or, to be au courant, instantmessenger clients on their desktops). C is to ask them questions or otherwise engage them in conversation, with the object of the game being for C, who knows them only by the labels X and Y, to determine which of them is a man and which a woman. Turing then proceeds to offer his replacement(s) for the original question:
We now ask the question 'What will happen when a machine takes the part of A in this game?' Will the interrogator decide wrongly as often when the game is played like this as he does when the game is played between a man and a woman? These questions replace our original 'Can machines think?'
And the rest is history-highly contentious history. Alas, not much to useful effect is made of (or added to) this history in the volume under review, which is a collection of articles selected from recent issues of two Kluwer journals, Minds and Machines and Journal of Logic, Language and Information. A truly unwarranted amount of space (that is, much much more than a page) is devoted to worrying about the relation between the game as described above and a brief reprise later in the article. In the interim, Turing has given the reader a short course in computer science, that is, an introduction to Turing machines and, in particular, the idea of a universal digital machine. He goes on to give what he clearly intends to be a more precise rendering of his original replacement question:
Let us fix our attention on one particular digital computer C. Is it true that by modifying this computer to have an adequate storage, suitably increasing its speed of action, and providing it with an appropriate program, C can be made to play satisfactorily the part of A in the imitation game, the part of C being taken by a man? This is sloppy. Aside from the singularly unfortunate choice of constant (wasn't C the interrogator?), we seem to have lost a player and now the part of B, the woman in the drama in the first description, is being played by a man. What ever happened to her? Sloppy, yes, but the sloppiness need not be taken to raise issues about sexual identity and the central role of deceit in our mental lives. One of the five sections of the book is largely given over to much ado about this particular variety of nothing. (Take my word for it: It's enough to make one grind one's teeth.)
There are a few worthwhile pieces in the collection, in particular, characteristically sober and thoughtful overviews by Jack Copeland and by the editor. And there is absolutely nothing of interest in the collection about dialogue or conversation: the medium, after all, of the imitation game.-David Israel, SRI International
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